Chandler Bogan
(12) works quietly
to finish his
yearbook page so
he can work on
another page.

Carolina Acosta
(10) works with
Ethan Yong (10) to
complete the tennis
page.

Nekita Gates (12) uses
her chromebook and a
MacBook Air to check the
names of all teachers for
the Faculty/Staff page..

striking a

Pose
Being a lab
three meant I
had more
responsibilities
and more
leadership roles. I
didn t realize how
important leadership
is for a yearbook to
be produced.
Stephen Lake (12)
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One of the highlights of the fall semester is the
great pumpkin social media experiment. This year
marked the 3rd annual event. AJ McMath (12) and
Dynastee Burnett (11) won this year s competition
with their Sponge Bob inspired pumpkin. Follow us
on Instagram and Twitter for more info
@THSAlbum1.
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Zae Beene (11), Nekita Gates (12), Peaches Walker (12), and
Dynastee Burnett (11) pose for the camera while learning about
lede writing at the MSPA.

Paige Moore (10), Abbie Grace Long (10), and Takyla Waite (12)
work on captions and copy on for their yearbook page. It takes
multiple computers and much coffee to create this book.

Takyla Waite (12) edits the senior portraits page
while sitting in the Tory Birch chair..
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The Multi-Media Reporting and Album Staffs take a picture
together to celebrate their achievements at MSPA.

Every year the THS Album Crew works together to create a new vision for each
volume of the Album. We want each book to accurately portray the story of this year.
You will often see Album staff members at school activities and sporting events and in
classes taking pictures and interviewing students about the events of this year.
The class spends a lot of time together which can be both fun and stressful.

The Album

Headlines and Deadlines

This room is not viewed as a classroom, it s
1 more
like a second home--just with work that
gets graded.
0
Nekita Gates (12)
0

The staff works hard to produce a book that will be enjoyed for the next 100 years.
There are not very many classes where that can be said about the assignments.
We hope that this book is one you will want to keep with you forever.
Many challenges have arisen throughout the year. Sometimes we misplace
pictures, don t take enough pictures, or the pictures are not clear enough. Or our least
favorite, forgetting to save after being locked out of the page.
Never-the-less, we have strived to get all the work done and to make sure that the
names of everyone are spelled correctly. We re sure we misspelled many--we hurt
more than you do when that happens, but we ve tried.
Even with all the challenges, we are a family and we certainly hope that our
homework and exam bring you a smile, chuckle and perhaps a fond memory or two.
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Dynastee Burnett interviews Jalen Boyd and Jake White for a
yearbook story.
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The Dream Work

Teamwork Makes

Stephan Lake (12) and Molly Billingsley (10) edit the
spring section of The 2019 Album.

Elantra Grayson (12), KK Ivy (12), and Breasia Hoskins
(12) work on their pages for the yearbook.

The Album staff works together in an exercise
to bring them closer. Here the staff races the
other half of the staff to untangle themselves.

Riley Chapman (12) balances pennies on a
popsicle stick in Peaches Walker s mouth (12)
while Danelly Blanco Hernandez (12) cheers
them on during a special Minute to Win It
Team work Challenge. .
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Madison Denton (10) and Molly Billingsley (10) work
together on the Album design. The two were responsible for
most of the design decisions in this yearbook.

Maegan Black (12), Riley Chapman (12), Taz
Little (12), and the rest of their team try to get
unraveled, while keeping their hands joined.
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TIME
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